Junction Farm Primary School
Year 4 Curriculum

Vision Academy Learning Trust
The multi-academy Trust promotes an inclusive ethos, in which diversity of need and ability is
acknowledged and nurtured. Every aspect of academy life is guided by a strong ethical code, deep
accountability, encouraging social awareness to help students understand and meet with confidence
the challenges of a diverse and changing society and the world of work.

Subject

English

Week 1

Introduction to Year 4
English.
Assessment of previous
learning and gap
identification.
Pobble based initial free
writing assessment.

Autumn 1 - The Marvellous Maya – Year 4
Week 2

To write the Maya
creation story.
 Correctly
punctuating
sentences at
beginning and
end.
 Commas in
lists,
 Composition
and effect.

Paragraphs
around a
theme.

Expanded
noun phrases
Share text
Story map
Practice SC via planned
sentences.
Rewrite story

Mathematics
Additional focus:
Times Tables.

Science

Place Value including
negative numbers ①
Count backwards
through zero to include
negative numbers

Place Value
②
Count in multiples of 6,
7, 9, 25 and 1000.

Working scientifically:
To identify the steps
involved in the scientific
method
Success criteria:

Working scientifically:
To generate suitable
enquiry questions and
make careful
observations

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

To re-tell a traditional
Maya tale (potentially 2
weeks).
 Correct
punctuation of
sentences.
 Pronouns
 Commas in
lists,
 Upgrading
adjectivesexpanded noun
phrases.
 Story structure
 Homophones
 Story type
features.

To write a nonchronological report
about the Ancient
Maya.
 Use of a
question mark
 Organisational
devices
 Technical
vocabulary
 Organisation of
paragraphs
around a
theme.
 Layout.

To write a recount/diary
entry of a day in the life
of an Ancient Maya
person.
 Tenses
(including past
and present
progressive).
 Organisation of
paragraphs
around a
theme.
 Fronted
adverbials
(sequencing)

SHOWPIECE: To write a
newspaper report for a
newly discovered Maya
pyramid (potentially 2
weeks).
 All year 4
writing
objectives.

Writing genre
familiarisation
Research linked to topic
lessons.
Note taking
combine ideas in report.

Writing genre
familiarisation
SPAG focus
research linked to topic
lessons.
Roleplay
Write diary entry.

Addition and
Subtraction
Problems and inverse
②
Estimate and use
inverse operations to
check answers to a
calculation

Geometry
2D Shape ①
Compare and classify
geometric shapes,
including quadrilaterals
and triangles, based on
their properties and
sizes.

Measures
Time ①
Read, write & convert
time between analogue
and digital 12- and 24hour clocks.

Working scientifically:
To draw conclusions
from careful
observation

Working scientifically:
To conduct a practical
experiment, record
findings in a table and
draw conclusions from
data.

Working scientifically:
Create a conclusion
based on results and
linked to prediction

Share text
Story map
SPAG focus
Practice SC via planned
sentences.
Rewrite story

Addition and
subtraction ①
Add and subtract
numbers with up to 4
digits using the formal
written methods of
columnar addition and
subtraction, where
appropriate.
Working scientifically:
To plan a comparative
fair test

Writing genre
familiarisation
Roleplay
Direct and reported
speech.
Possessive apostrophe.
Write report.

Autumn 1 - The Marvellous Maya – Year 4
Computing

Information Technology:
Formatting images for a
purpose

Information Technology:
Use formatting tools to
create and effective
layout
Marvellous Maya: To
know where the Maya
lived

Information Technology:
Using a spell check tool.

History

Marvellous Maya: To
know key events in
Maya history.
Artist- Friedensreich
Hundertwasser:
evaluate art by
Friedensreich
Hundertwasser
Fitness: To complete
introductory learning
journeys for both Tag
and Fitness.
To know the importance
of warm up and cool
down.

Artist- Friedensreich
Hundertwasser: Explore
using charcoal.

Artist- Friedensreich
Hundertwasser: Use a
viewfinder to focus on
detail

Artist- Friedensreich
Hundertwasser: Sketch
a Maya temple

Marvellous Maya: know
that the Ancient Maya
worshipped different
gods.
Artist- Friedensreich
Hundertwasser: Plan as
mask

Art & Design &
Technology

Fitness: To complete
introductory learning
journeys for both Tag
and Fitness.
To know the importance
of warm up and cool
down.

Fitness: To understand
the importance of
warming up.

Fitness: To complete
circuit stations.

Fitness: To Create a
group circuit routine.

Tag Rugby: To know
how to handle a rugby
ball correctly.

Tag Rugby: To pass and
receive a rugby ball. To
show awareness of
space and distance
when sending and
receiving.

Music

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Religious Education

Physical Education

Marvellous Maya: To
develop knowledge of
the Ancient Maya

Information Technology:
Inserting and formatting
a table into word
processing doc.
Marvellous Maya: To
know about Ancient
Maya food

Information Technology:
Changing page layout
for a purpose

Information Technology:
Creating hyperlinks
within a Word
document.
Marvellous Maya: Know
how the Ancient Maya
have influenced our
lives
Artist- Friedensreich
Hundertwasser: Make a
Maya inspired mask

Fitness: To run for
stamina for cross
country running.

Tag Rugby: To
Tag Rugby: To Play small understand the game of
sided competitive games. tag rugby.

Tag Rugby: To play
tactically to attack and
defend.

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Diwali: Know why some
objects are special to
different people.

Diwali: Know how
Diwali is celebrated.

Diwali: Begin to know
the story of Rama and
Sita.

Diwali: Know the story
of Rama and Sita.

Diwali: Know why light
is important

Diwali: Know what
Rangoli Patterns are and
why they are used.

Jigsaw/Citizenship/
RRSA

Being my world: To
know how it feels to be
part of a team.

Being my world: To
know how it feels to be
part of a team.

Introductions to Spanish

Introductions to Spanish

Being my world: To
understand how my
actions affect others
and can motivate
behaviour.
Numbers recap 0 – 10

Being my world: To
understand how groups
come together to make
decisions.

Spanish

Being my world: To
understand how
democracy works. To
contribute to making a
learning charter.
Numbers recap 0 – 10

Being my world: To
understand how
democracy and having a
voice benefits the
school community.
Numbers recap 0 – 10

Numbers recap 0 – 10

Tag Rugby: Play small
sided competitive
games.

Subject

English

Week 1

To write a poem about
the rainforest.
 Expanded noun
phrases
 Poetic devices:
simile,
metaphor,
personification
…
 Prepositional
phrases
Writing genre
familiarisation
Explore different
stimulus
Create personal
word/idea banks
Draft
Write poem

Mathematics

Autumn 2 - Postcard from Brazil – Year 4
Week 2

Week 3

To discuss deforestation
(potentially 2 weeks)
 Structure of
text
 Causal
conjunctions
 Fronted
adverbials
 CEW

To write a playscript
(council meeting)
 Play script
features: new
speaker new
line, colon,
stage
directions in
brackets,
narrator role…
 Apostrophes
for possession
 Pronouns
(capitalisation)

Writing genre
familiarisation
Text familiarisation:
Window (Jeanie Baker)
Drama and roleplay
Prepare both sides of
the discussion
use set composition to
write discussion

Week 4

SHOWPIECE: To write
instructions
 All Year 4
objectives

Assessment week:
reading, and SPAG

Writing genre
familiarisation
Make chilli by following
recipe
Write instructions

Writing genre
familiarisation
Drama and roleplay
Draft playscript using
drama outcome
Write playscript of
council meetings re:
town development.
Multiplication and
Division - Written
multiplication ③
Multiply 2-digit and 3digit numbers by a 1digit number using
formal written layout.

Measures - Length,
including perimeter ②
Measure and calculate
the perimeter of a
rectilinear figure
(including squares) in
cm and m.

Week 6

To write a persuasion
piece.
 Comparative
and
superlatives
 Other suffixes
(ous, ness, less,
ment, ly…)
 Expanded noun
phrases
 Alliteration
 Powerful verbs
 Similes and
metaphors
Design chocolate bar
(link with Topic)
Adjective labels
teach and draft ideas
Write piece to persuade
someone to choose bar.

Multiplication & Division
- Mental multiplication
& division ①
Recall multiplication and
division facts for tables
up to 12x12.

Multiplication and
Division ②
Recognise and use
factor pairs and
commutativity in mental
calculations.

Science

Living things and their
habitats: Recognise
that living things can be
grouped in a variety of
ways

Living things and their
habitats: Too identify
whether an animal is a
vertebrate or
invertebrate

Living things and their
habitats: Explore and
use classification keys to
help group, identify and
name a variety of living
things

Living things and their
habitats: Create and use
a classification key to
name a variety of living
things in the wider
environment

Computing

Data Handling: Draw
table, enter data into a
spreadsheet.

Data Handling: Produce
a bar chart from a
spreadsheet

Data Handling: Use
formula tool to perform
a calculation

Data Handling: Create a
line graph

Additional focus:
times tables

Week 5

Statistics ①
Interpret and present
discrete and continuous
data using appropriate
graphical methods,
including:
- bar charts
- time graphs
Living things and their
habitats: I can
investigate how a
habitat changes
throughout the year

Consolidate and Assess

Data Handling: Create a
table and turn collected
data into a bar chart

Data Handling: Collect
data and create a table
and a graph to show it.

Living things and their
habitats: Recognise that
environments can
change and that this can
sometimes pose
dangers to living things.

Autumn 2 - Postcard from Brazil – Year 4
Geography

Art & Design &
Technology

Physical Education

1. Postcard from
Brazil: In which
continent is
Brazil located?
2. What are the
neighbouring
countries of
Brazil?
Postcard from Brazil Cookery: -To
understand the
principals of hygienic
food preparation and
develop awareness of
their importance to
health and wellbeing
(HWB 2-33a).
Success criteria:
-I can identify and
describe safe and
hygienic practices when
handling, preparing,
cooking and storing
food.
-I can explain why these
practices are important.
Dance: To learn and
perform a unison Greek
sequence, individually
and as a group.
Netball: To identify and
complete the different
passes used in netball.

Postcard from Brazil:
know about the physical
features of Brazil.

Postcard from Brazil:
know about the physical
features of Brazil.

Postcard from Brazil:
How do the physical
features of Brazil
compare to the physical
features in the UK?

Postcard from Brazil:
Compare a human
feature of Brazil with
one in the UK

Postcard from Brazil: To
write a Postcard from
Brazil

Postcard from Brazil:
To create and
ingredients list for
Veggie Chilli Con Carne

Postcard from Brazil Cookery:
To design a package for
chilli con carne

Postcard from Brazil Cookery: To create my
packaging for Chilli Con
Carne Product.

Postcard from Brazil Cookery: To add colour
and information to my
chilli con carne product

Postcard from Brazil Cookery: To evaluate
work I have done this
term

Dance: To create own
unison Greek sequences
in small groups.

Dance: To understand
what ‘Levels’ are in
Dance and how they can
be used to develop
choreography
To learn and perform a
set unison Greek
sequence that includes
a change in levels.

Dance: To work safely in
small groups.
To choreograph a
unison sequence that
includes high, medium
and low actions.

Dance: To perform
Greek dance in time to
the Greek music at
speed.

Dance: To apply
performance skills to
completed Greek dance
To perform completed
Greek dance in groups

Netball: To understand
the rule of footwork.

Netball: To understand
the rule of contact. To
understand that
marking helps to
intercept the ball and
dodging enables a
player to get away from
a marker.

Netball: To state the
difference between
attacking skills and
defending skills. To
shoot accurately in a
range of ways.

Netball: To identify the
different positions in
netball and the different
areas players can be in.

Netball: To practise a
throw in from the side
line. To state the
difference between
attacking skills and
defending skills.

Autumn 2 - Postcard from Brazil – Year 4
Music

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Egglescliffe Singing and
Recorders

Religious Education

The big story of
Christianity: To know
that Jesus journeyed to
Earth to be the
incarnation of God.
Celebrating differences:
To understand that,
sometimes, we make
assumptions based on
what people look like.
Success criteria: I will try
to accept people for
who they are.
Assessment/Recap

The big story of
Christianity: Know how
the first humans
disobeyed God

The big story of
Christianity: Know how
God gave rules to the
people to live a good life

The big story of
Christianity: Begin to
know the ten
commandments

The big story of
Christianity: Identify
the big story of
Christianity.

Celebrating differences:
To understand that,
sometimes, we make
assumptions based on
what people look like.

Celebrating differences:
know that sometimes
bullying is hard to spot
and to know what to do
if I think bullying is going
on but I’m not sure.

Celebrating differences:
To tell you why
witnesses sometimes
join in with bullying and
sometimes don’t tell

The big story of
Christianity: Know Who
God sent to show the
people how to live a
good life?
Celebrating differences:
I can identify what is
special about me and to
value the ways in which
I am unique.

Assessment/Recap

Assessment/Recap

Months of the Year

Months of the Year

Months of the Year

Jigsaw/Citizenship/
RRSA

Spanish

Celebrating differences:
To tell you a time when
my first impression of
someone changed when
I got to know them.

Subject

English

Mathematics
Additional focus:
times tables

Spring 1 - Groovy Greeks – Year 4

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Week 6

To write a Greek myth
 Inverted
commas
 Possessive
apostrophes
 CEW
 Expanded noun
phrases
 Structure of
narratives
 Setting and
character
descriptions
 Story type
elements e.g.
hero, mythical
creature…

To write a Greek myth
 Inverted
commas
 Possessive
apostrophes
 CEW
 Expanded noun
phrases
 Structure of
narratives
 Setting and
character
descriptions
 Story type
elements e.g.
hero, mythical
creature…

To write a nonchronological report.
 Capitalisation
of proper
nouns
 Organisational
devices such as
sub headings,
bullet points…
 Technical
vocabulary
 Introduction
 Tense- past and
past
progressive
 3rd person
 Possessive
apostrophes

To write an explanation
text.
 Technical
vocabulary
 Explanatory
verbs
 Adverbs
 Subordinating
conjunctions
 Causal
conjunctions
 Paragraphs
organised
around a
theme

SHOWPIECE: To write a
biography.
 All Year 4
objectives

To retell a myth.
 Proper nouns
capitalised
 Fronted
adverbials
 Expanded noun
phrases
 CEW
 Inverted
commas
 Past tensesimple past and
past
progressive

Research Greek myths
Story maps
Plan own- story
mountain
draft key parts e.g.
setting and main
character description
write myth

Research Greek myths
Story maps
Plan own- story
mountain
draft key parts e.g.
setting and main
character description
write myth

Place value including
Roman numerals ③
Read Roman numerals
to 100 and understand
that over time, the
numeral system
changes to include the
concept of zero and
place value.

Fractions and decimals
①
Recognise and show,
using diagrams, families
of common equivalent
fractions.

Writing genre
familiarisation
Research Greek Godslink to topic work
plan content- Sue
Palmer Skeleton
SPAG inputs to support
content delivery
Write non-chronological
report about Greek
Gods/Goddesses
Fractions, decimals and
division ②
Add and subtract
fractions with the same
denominator.

Writing genre
familiarisation
Research into
Archimedes (link to
topic)- text and visual
sources
Organise content in
plan- Sue Palmer report
skeleton
Write biography about
the life of Archimedes

Writing genre
familiarisation
research of human
digestive system- link to
science curriculum
(actions)
Plan content – Sue
Palmer skeleton
Write explanation text
to explain: How the
Human Digestive
System Works

Geometry - position and
direction ②
Describe positions on a
2D grid as coordinates
in the first quadrant

Measures – area ③
Find the area of
rectilinear shapes by
counting squares.

Text familiarisation
Story map if myth
Taught SPAG to upgrade
sections
Retell myth of Theseus
and the Montaur in own
words with upgrade of
original source.

Multiplication and
division (using measures
and money) ④
Divide 2-digit and 3-digit
numbers by a 1-digit
number using formal
written layout with no
remainder.

Spring 1 - Groovy Greeks – Year 4
Science

Animals including
humans: To know the
function of different
types of teeth and how
to keep them healthy

Animals including
humans: To know that
different animals have
different types of teeth
depending on their diet

Animals including
humans: To plan and
carry out an
investigation about
tooth decay.

Animals including
humans: I can identify
and locate the main
organs of the human
digestive system

Animals including
humans: To understand
the terms predator and
prey, producer and
consumer

Animals including
humans: End of unit
assessment

Computing

Program and debug –
compare quizzes

Program and debugsequencing

Program and debugworking with variables

Program and debugworking with variables

Program and debugworking with variables

Program and debugCreate own quiz

History

Groovy Greeks: to know
when the Ancient
Greeks were around

Groovy Greeks: to know
who the Ancient Greeks
worshipped.

Groovy Greeks: to know
some famous Ancient
Greeks

Groovy Greeks: to know
who won the battle of
Marathon

Groovy Greeks: to Know
about the Trojan war.

Art & Design &
Technology

Groovy Greek Pot
design: To know what
Greek pots looked like.

Groovy Greek Pot
design: To start making
a Greek pot.

Groovy Greeks: to know
how the Ancient Greeks
affect influenced our
lives today
Groovy Greek Pot
design: To making a
Greek pot.

Groovy Greek Pot
design: To paint my
pot.

Groovy Greek Pot
design: To create a
Greek Mosaic.

Groovy Greek Pot
design: to evaluate
Greek art week.

Physical Education

Gymnastics: To
understand and apply
basic shapes in
gymnastics.

Gymnastics: To explore
balancing within
gymnastics.

Gymnastics: To Jump in
a variety of ways
landing with increasing
control and balance

Gymnastics: To know
how to roll in different
ways in gymnastics. To
start to link basic
elements.

Gymnastics: To learn to
travel in different ways.

Gymnastics: To
choreograph a simple
sequence using the
main elements covered
in gymnastics.

Tennis: To be able to
demonstrate & use the
correct racket grip.

Tennis: To accurately
replicate the basic
technique for a
forehand. To begin to
outwit opponents with
the use of a forehand
stroke

Tennis: To develop the
use of the forehand to
control the point. To
begin to develop
strategic and tactical
play during a rally.

Music

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Religious Education

Guru Nanak: How was
the birth of Guru Nanak
special?

Guru Nanak: Know
what the story of Guru
Nanak bathing tell Sikhs
about him.

Guru Nanak: Discuss:
Was Guru Nanak a
prophet?

Jigsaw/Citizenship/
RRSA

Dreams and goals: To
tell you about some of
my hopes and dreams

Dreams and goals:
understand that
sometimes hopes and
dreams do not come
true and that this can
hurt

Dreams and goals: I
know that reflecting on
positive and happy
experiences can help
me to counteract
disappointment.

Tennis: To be able to
develop cooperative
and competitive rallies
starting with an
overhead or underarm
serve.
Egglescliffe
Recorders
Guru Nanak: Compare
how Christians
celebrate the birth of
Jesus compared to how
Sikhs celebrate the birth
of Guru Nanak.
Dreams and goals: To
know how to make a
new plan and set new
goals even if I have been
disappointed.

Tennis: To develop the
ability to volley the ball
under control

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Tennis: To demonstrate
the ability to outwit an
opponent in a game
situation using the
appropriate skills and
techniques
Egglescliffe
Recorders

Guru Nanak: Know why
the milk and jasmine
flower are important.

Guru Nanak: Find out
the message Sikhs get
from the story: Duni
Chand and the Silver
Needle

Dreams and goals: To
know how to work out
the steps to take to
achieve a goal, and do
this successfully as part
of a group

Dreams and goals: To
identify the
contributions made by
myself and others to the
group’s achievement

Spring 1 - Groovy Greeks – Year 4
Spanish

Birthdays

Birthdays

Important Dates/Fiestas

Important Dates/Fiestas

Important Dates/Fiestas

El día de San Valentín

Subject

English

Mathematics
Additional focus:
times tables

Science

Computing

Spring 2 - Turn Up the Heat – Year 4

Week 1

Week 2

To write a recount
 Similes and
metaphors
 Past tense
(simple past
and past
progressive)
 Comparatives
and
superlatives
 Expanded noun
phrases
 Fronted
adverbials

To write a poem
 Poetic devices
such as: simile,
metaphor,
personification,
alliteration,
rhythm and
rhyme
 Poem
structures

Writing genre
familiarisation
Varied stimulus- volcano
explosion
Plan on recount
template
Write recount: eyewitness statement of
experiencing a volcano
Multiplication & Division
- Mental multiplication
& written division ⑤
Use place value, known
and derived facts to
multiply and divide
mentally, including
multiplying by 0 and 1;
multiplying three
numbers together.
States of matter: To
group substances
according to whether
they are solids, liquids
or gases
Programming:
Cyberbullying

Explore poems and
identify their features
Use variety of stimulus
to gather ideas and plan
Write poem
**Type and theme of
poem linked to World
Book Day**

Place value ④
Find 1000 more or less
than a given number.

States of matter: To
investigate the melting
point of different
materials
Programming: Super
Searchers- search
engines

Week 3

To write a discussion
 Structure of
text
 Causal
conjunctions
 Fronted
adverbials
 CEW

Week 4

Assessment Week:
reading and SPaG

Writing genre
familiarisation
Text familiarisation:
Drama and roleplay
Prepare both sides of
the discussion
Use set composition to
write discussion

Week 5

Write a persuasion
piece
 Rhetorical
questions
 Emotive
language
 Persuasive
roots/fronted
adverbials
 Present tense
(simple and
progressive)
Writing genre
familiarisation
Research content.
plan Sue Palmer
skeleton
Teach features to draft
content.
Write piece to persuade
people to stop climate
change

Addition and
subtraction ③
Consolidate
Add and subtract
numbers with up to 4
digits using the formal
written methods of
columnar addition and
subtraction where
appropriate.
States of matter: To
explain how materials
change state

Geometry - 2D shape
and position ③
-Identify lines of
symmetry in 2D shapes
presented in different
orientations.
- Complete a simple
symmetric figure with
respect to a specific line
of symmetry
States of matter: To
investigate the best way
to evaporate water
from clothes.

Consolidate and Assess

Programming:
Copycats!- plagiarism

Programming: Too
Much Informationonline profiles

Programming: Online
Community- responsible
online citizens

States of matter: To
know the stages of the
water cycle

Week 6

**RESERVE**
Write an explanation
 Present tense
(simple and
progressive)
 Causal
conjunctions
 Subordinating
conjunctions
 Fronted
adverbials
 Technical
vocabulary
Recap genre features
Research content (water
cycle linked to Science)
Plan using Sue Palmer
skeleton
Teach features to draft
content.
Write explanation of:
How the Water Cycle
Works.
Multiplication & Division
⑥
Find the effect of
multiplying a number
with up to 2 decimal
places by 10 and 100,
identifying the value of
the digits in the answer
as ones, tenths and
hundredths.
States of matter: end of
unit assessment.

Programming: Cyber
Superheroes- online
safety character.

Spring 2 - Turn Up the Heat – Year 4
Geography

Turn up the heat: Know
parts of a volcano.

Art & Design &
Technology

Katsushika Hokusai:
Know some facts about
Katsushika Hokusai

Physical Education

Hockey: Dribbling with a
hockey stick.
Dance: to link phases of
dance.

Turn up the heat:
Understand
earthquakes.
Katsushika Hokusai:
Evaluate work by a
famous artist

Turn up the heat: Know
facts about the globe.

Turn up the heat: To
understand climate
zones.
Katsushika Hokusai:
explore printing
techniques

Turn up the heat:
Understand what a
biome is.
Katsushika Hokusai: I
can print using 4 colours

Turn up the heat:
Understand climate
change.
Katsushika Hokusai:
Use digital technology in
art.

Hockey: Accurate
passing with a hockey
stick.

Hockey: Passing the ball
whilst moving.
Shooting.

Hockey: Tackling and
defence.

Hockey: How to attack.

Hockey: to play as part
of a team in a hockey
match.

Dance: Perform with
expression and
awareness of others.
Effective start and finish

Dance: Perform with
expression and
awareness of others.
Effective start and finish

Dance: Perform with
expression and
awareness of others.
Expressive body
language.
Egglescliffe
Recorders

Katsushika Hokusai:
Plan a piece of art work

Music

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Religious Education

What happened at
Easter?: Describe
events of Palm Sunday

What happened at
Easter?: Describe why
Jesus was arrested.

Jigsaw/Citizenship/
RRSA

Healthy me: I recognise
how different friendship
groups are formed; how
I fit into them and the
friends I value the most.

Spanish

Assessment/Recap

What happened at
Easter?: Describe why
Jesus had the last
supper.
Healthy me: To
understand there are
people who take on the
roles of leaders or
followers in a group,
and to know the role I
take on in different
situations.
Hair and Eyes

Healthy me: To
understand the facts
about smoking and its
effects on health, and
some of the reasons
some people start to
smoke.
Hair and Eyes

What happened at
Easter?: Describe the
event of the trial of
Jesus
Healthy me: To
understand the facts
about alcohol and its
effects on health,
particularly the liver,
and also some of the
reasons some people
drink alcohol.
Easter in Spain

Dance: Perform with
expression and
awareness of others.
Expressive body
language.

Dance: Evaluate other
groups dancing.

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Egglescliffe
Recorders

What happened at
Easter?: explain why
Jesus was crucified.

What happened at
Easter?: Explain how
Christians respond to
the resurrection.
Healthy me: To know
myself well enough to
have a clear picture of
what I believe is right
and wrong.

Healthy me: To
recognise when people
are putting me under
pressure and can
explain ways to resist
this when I want.

Easter in Spain

Easter in Spain

Subject

English

Week 1

To write an information
text (possible 2 weeks)
 Organisational
devices e.g
introduction,
subheadings,
bullet points…
 Use of
questions
 Third person
 Present tense
 Technical
vocabulary and
facts.
 Expanded noun
phrases- literal
 Range of
coordinating
conjunctions.
Research content
plan using Sue Palmer
skeleton
Teach features to draft
Write information text:
Scottish mythical beasts

Mathematics
Additional Focus:
times tables

Place value
Counting and sequences
⑤
Compare and order
numbers beyond 1000

Summer 1 - Across the Border – Year 4
Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

To write a poem
 Expanded noun
phrases
 Powerful verbs
 Adverbs
 Poetic devices:
simile,
metaphor,
personification,
alliteration…
 Possessive
apostrophe
 pronouns

To write an explanation
 Present tense
(simple and
progressive)
 Causal
conjunctions
 Subordinating
conjunctions
 Fronted
adverbials
 Technical
vocabulary

Write a narrative
description
 Setting and
character
 Expanded noun
phrases
 Upgraded
verbs
 Adverbs
 Similes,
metaphors,
personification
 Apostrophe for
possession
 Direct speech?
 Compound and
complex
sentences

Write a narrative
description
 Setting and
character
 Expanded noun
phrases
 Upgraded
verbs
 Adverbs
 Similes,
metaphors,
personification
 Apostrophe for
possession
 Direct speech?
 Compound and
complex
sentences

Stimulus: Brave movie
trailer
Create personal
vocabulary banks
Teach features to draft.
Write a narrative
description of the movie
Brave
Measures-Volume,
capacity and mass ④
Convert between
different units of
measure (e.g. km to m;
hr to min)

Stimulus: Brave movie
trailer
Create personal
vocabulary banks
Teach features to draft.
Write a narrative
description of the movie
Brave
Geometry - Position and
area ④
-Describe positions on a
2D grid as coordinates
in the first quadrant
- Describe movements
between positions as
translations of a given
unit to the left/right and
up/down
- Plot specified points
and draw sides to
complete given polygon

Recap Scottish mythical
beasts.
Plan- appearance,
movement and
behaviour
Write descriptive poem
about a Scottish
mythical beast (like a
riddle?)

Fractions and decimals
(using measures) ③
Find the effect of
dividing a 1-digit or 2digit number by 10 and
100, identifying the
value of the digits in the
answer as ones, tenths
and hundredths.

Recap genre features
Research content, inc.
actions. (auditory
system linked to
Science)
Plan using Sue Palmer
skeleton
Teach features to draft
content.
Write explanation of:
How the Auditory
System Works

Fractions and written
division ④
Count up and down in
hundredths; recognise
that hundredths arise
from dividing an object
into 100 equal parts and
in dividing numbers or
quantities by 100.

Week 6

To write a biography
 Past tense
(simple and
progressive).
 Coordinating
conjunctions
 Possessive
apostrophes
 Pronouns
capitalised
Writing genre
familiarisation
Research subject
Plan using Sue Palmer
report skeleton
Write biography of a
famous Scottish person

Fractions 
-Recognise and write
decimals equivalents of
any number of tenths or
hundredths
- Recognise and write
decimal equivalents to
¼, ½ and ¾.

Summer 1 - Across the Border – Year 4
Science

Sound: To identify how
sounds are made,
associating some of
them with something
vibration. To recognise
that vibrations from
sounds travel through a
medium to the ear
Multmedia project: I
can describe early forms
of animation before
computers and how
computers have made a
difference.

Sound: To find patterns
between the pitch of a
sound and features of
the object that
produced it

Sound: To find patterns
between the volume of
a sound and the
strength of vibrations
that produced it

Sound: To investigate
how well sound travels
through different
materials

Sound: To recognise
that sounds get fainter
as the distance from the
sound source increases

Sound: End of unit
Assessment

Multmedia project: I
can create a short
computer animation
using one moving stick
figures and one moving
part.

Multmedia project: I
can create a short
computer animation
using multiple stick
figures and multiple
moving part.

Multmedia project: to
experiment making
short movies with
photograph stop
animation.

Multmedia project: to
plan our class stop
animation movie.

Multmedia project: to
film and make our class
stop animation movie.

History

Across the border: Use
evidence from the past
to find out about
civilisations

Across the border:
Begin to know about the
Picts and Scotti

Across the border:
Begin to know key
events in Scottish
history

Across the border:
Know how Edinburgh
Castle has changed over
time

Across the border:
know other Scottish
castles and their
importance.

Art & Design &
Technology

Samuel Peploe: Learn
Facts About Samuel
Peploe
Athletic circuit- to
throw, jump, run.

Samuel Peploe: To
explore still life

Samuel Peploe: Create
a still life painting in the
style of Samuel Peploe
Athletic circuit: Relay
technique

Samuel Peploe: Plan a
tartan Pattern

Samuel Peploe: Weave
using own design.

Across the border: To
know about William
Wallace and/or Robert
the Bruce and/or
famous Scottish battles
Samuel Peploe: to
evaluate our weaves.

Athletic circuit: Jumping
distance

Athletic circuit: Learn
the pull-throw
technique

Cricket: to catch a
cricket ball effectively.

Cricket: to develop
batting grip and bat
sweet spot
Egglescliffe
Recorders

Cricket: to improve pick
up and throw technique

Cricket: to bowl a
cricket ball correctly.

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Muslims in Britain and
around the world:
Begin to know about the
5 Pillars of Islam
Celebrating difference:
To understand that,
sometimes, we make
assumptions based on
what people look like.

Muslims in Britain and
around the world:
Understand the pillars:
Shahadah and Salah
Celebrating difference:
know that sometimes
bullying is hard to spot
and to know what to do
if I think bullying is going
on but I’m not sure.

Muslims in Britain and
around the world:
Understand the pillars:
Zakat
Celebrating difference:
know that sometimes
bullying is hard to spot
and to know what to do
if I think bullying is
going on but I’m not
sure.

Computing

Physical Education

Music

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Religious Education

Muslims in Britain and
around the world: To
know the story of
Mohammed (PBUH)
Celebrating difference:
To understand that,
sometimes, we make
assumptions based on
what people look like.
Success criteria: I will try
to accept people for
who they are.

Jigsaw/Citizenship/
RRSA

Athletic circuit: Improve
sprinting technique

Cricket: to apply skills to
small games.
Egglescliffe
Recorders
Muslims in Britain and
around the world:
Understand the pillar:
Hajj
Celebrating difference:
To tell you why
witnesses sometimes
join in with bullying and
sometimes don’t tell

Athletic circuit: Evaluate
our athletic skills.
Cricket: to apply skills to
a game scenario.
Egglescliffe
Recorders
Muslims in Britain and
around the world:
Understand the pillars:
Sawm
Celebrating difference:
I can identify what is
special about me and to
value the ways in which
I am unique.

Summer 1 - Across the Border – Year 4
Spanish

Body parts (head)

Body parts (head)

Body parts

Body parts

Spanglovision

Spanglovision

Subject

English

Week 1

To write instructions
 Bullet
points/number
ed bullet points
 Fronted
adverbials
 Imperative
verbs
 Adverbs
 Additional
detail in
brackets
 Chronological
order
Recap learning and
experience of stop
animation.
Use Sue Palmer
skeleton to plan content
and chronological order.
Teach features to draft.
Write instruction of:
How to create stop
animations.

Mathematics
Additional focus:
times tables

Place Value ⑥
Round any number to
the nearest 10, 100 or
1000

Summer 2 - Willkommen in Teesside – Year 4
Week 2

Write a persuasion
letter
 Rhetorical
questions
 Emotive
language
 Persuasive
roots/fronted
adverbials
 Present tense
(simple and
progressive)
 Letter features
Writing genre
familiarisation
Research content.
Plan- Sue Palmer
skeleton
Teach features to draft
content.
Write piece to persuade
the council to fund and
build a new bridge
across the River Tees.

Statistics ②
Solve comparison, sum
and difference problems
using information
presented in bar charts,
pictograms, tables and
other graphs

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

To write a persuasive
advert
 Rhetorical
questions
 Emotive
language
 Persuasive
roots/fronted
adverbials
 Present tense
(simple and
progressive)
 Website
features e.g.
pictures,
diagrams…

SHOWPIECE
To write a recount
 All Year 4
Objectives

SHOWPIECE
To write a recount
 All Year 4
Objectives

Writing genre
familiarisation
Stimulus of trip
Plan on recount
template
Write recount: Trip to
the River

Writing genre
familiarisation
Stimulus of trip
Plan on recount
template
Write recount: Trip to
the River

NB: trip to Teesmouth
Learning Centre/River
Tees at Yarm.

NB: trip to Teesmouth
Learning Centre/River
Tees at Yarm.

Writing genre
familiarisation
Research content and
review learning.
Plan- Sue Palmer
skeleton
Teach features to draft
content.
Write a webpage to
persuade people to visit
Teesside.

Aim for trip to be at the
beginning of the week.
Use days prior to the
trip to write questions
to ask the experts and
Wind in the Willows
book focus.

**explore possibility of
completing
electronically**
Addition and
Subtraction (using
statistics) ④
Solve addition and
subtraction two-step
problems in contexts,
deciding which
operations and methods
to use and why.

Fractions - Decimals ⑥
Round decimals with
one decimal place to the
nearest whole number.
Compare numbers with
the same number of
decimal places up to
two decimal places.

Geometry – Shape ⑤
Identify acute and
obtuse angles and
compare and order
angles up to two right
angles by size.

Week 6

Assessments: Reading
and SPaG

Assess and consolidate

Summer 2 - Willkommen in Teesside – Year 4
Science

Electricity: identify
common appliances
that run on electricity

Electricity: To identify
dangers associated with
electricity safety

Electricity: To know
that a switch can
controls whether or not
a lamp lights in a simple
series circuit

Electricity: To recognise
some common
conductors and
insulators

Electricity: Assessment

Multimedia project: I
can shoot my stop
motion’ movie.’

Electricity: To identify
whether or not a lamp
will light in a simple
series circuit, based on
whether or not the lamp
is part of a complete
loop with a battery
Multimedia project: I
can shoot my stop
motion’ movie.’

Computing

Multimedia project: I
can story board my
story

Multimedia project: I
can shoot my stop
motion’ movie.’

Multimedia project: I
can use software to
create movie

Willkommen in
Teesside: Use digital
technology to map the
River Tees
Bridge Design: To
design my own bridge

Willkommen in
Teesside: Compare local
area with a European
country
Bridge Design: To build
my own bridge

Willkommen in
Teesside: Compare local
area with a European
country
Bridge Design: To build
my own bridge

Willkommen in
Teesside: Use graphs
and charts to plan
project
Bridge Design: To build
my own bridge

Multimedia project: I
can show my movie to
the class and evaluate
ideas.
Willkommen in
Teesside: Use graphs
and charts to plan
project
Bridge Design: To test
my bridge

Geography

Willkommen in
Teesside: Know the
features of a river

Art & Design &
Technology

Bridge Design: To
research famous
bridges.

Physical Education

OAA: To communicate
effectively in pairs or a
small team.

OAA: To solve problems
relating to basic
orienteering and
outdoor activities.

OAA: To Identify /
explore different roles
within group. To be a
leader and to be able to
follow a leader.

OAA: To work together
to build a shelter.

OAA: To complete an
orienteering course.

Music

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Egglescliffe
Recorders

Egglescliffe
Recorders

OAA: To complete a
simple orienteering
course. To be able to
work as a pair using
cooperation and
discussion
Egglescliffe
Recorders

Religious Education

Do all Buddhists believe
in the same thing?:
Know who the first
Buddha was.
Being in my world: To
know how it feels to be
part of a team.

Do all Buddhists believe
in the same thing?:
Understand the element
of the ‘Eightfold Path’.
Being in my world: To
know how it feels to be
part of a team.

Animals

Do all Buddhists believe
in the same thing?:
Compare and Contrast
Vassa with Uposatha.
Being in my world: To
understand how my
actions affect others
and can motivate
behaviour.
Estar and Descriptions

Do all Buddhists believe
in the same thing?:
Understand how Wesak
is celebrated.
Being in my world: To
understand how groups
come together to make
decisions.

Animals

Do all Buddhists believe
in the same thing?:
Know what a Buddhist
temple is like.
Being in my world: To
understand how
democracy works. To
contribute to making a
learning charter.
Adjectival Agreement

Do all Buddhists believe
in the same thing?:
Know about the
Buddhism holy book.
Being in my world: To
understand how
democracy and having a
voice benefits the
school community.
Euros/Olympics

Jigsaw/Citizenship/
RRSA

Spanish

Descriptions

Egglescliffe
Recorders

